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Desirable properties of robotics vision database systems are given, and uructurcs which possess
pt,opcrties approlmate for some aspect_ of such database systems are examined. Included in the
structures discussed is a family of networks in which link membership is determined by measures of
ixoJdmity between p'firs of the entitic_ stored in the database. This q_3c of network is shown to
have properties which guarantee that the search for a matching feature vector is monotonic. That is,
the databa_ can be searched with no backtracking, if there is a feature vector in the database which
matches the feature vector of the external entity which is to be identified. The coostruction of the
datatytse is discussed, and the search procedure is Ixesonted. A section on the support ixovided by
the database for description of the dec_ion-making proce._es and the search path is also included.
/
I. latroducfloe /
Several structures have been proposed which have properties desirable for use in a relics vision database sy._.en_.
Some of these structures are examined in this paper, including a new family of netwo_l/s in which rink mcna.bershi.p ts
dete.rmined by measures of proximity between pairs of c_tities rept_esonted by nodes in/he database and the triangle me-
quail itabletV" domains for the database structures considered here arc those fo//which/ the entities to be stored are
describable by a few feature vectors, e.g. color, or shape using Fourier ctcscri_fors. We consider the following to be
desirable properties for such a database: /
/
• i
1. The database system sh_ld support efficient sear_ so that the feature vector which
Im3vides the best match to some external enti_.i:an be found quickly;
/
2. "Ihe structure should support dassification, _sb that external entities _an be named and
higher levels of abstraction are supl_rted;/
/
3. The structure should su_x.,rt a modest [evel of sdf-descriptio_l, so that entities 'along
a search path provide information al_iut the teml2ate-matching and classification
/
decisions being made; <,
/
/
4. -the neighbors of an entity should reflect consistency with respect to class, so that
entities within a given mode of a class shot*ld be stored in a manner that reflects
the associations and enhance_ retrJt.wal;
/
5. Learning, considered to b% the addition of entities to the database system, should be
done in such a way that the previous properties are preserved.
While this list is too demanding to be well satisfied by any structure known to the authors, it is informative to
explore the limitations of the various structures. "lhe raradigm of Im'eproozssing the data (entities to be represented in
the database) so that search is facilitated is an important concept, selected by Dobkin and Lipton I 1 ], Bentley and Fried-
man 121, and Bentley and Maurer [31. Dobkin and Liplon I11 emended binary search to multidimensional search prob-
lems, and t._uld efficiently respond to queries which induded the nearest-neighlmr problem. Bentley and his colleagues
specialized in range searching queries, in which it is desired to find all entries in the database it, which each component
of the feature vedlors is within some given range.
The k-d trees and range trees discussed by Bentley and Friedman 121 are interesting structures, designed specifi-
cally for range queries. Range queries are, of c(_ame, extremely useful for a wide variety of applicati(ms, and can be
used as a sort of de f3cto classification scheme. Other papers presenting results of studies using k-d trees or range trees
are Bentley and Maurer 131and Chang and Fu 141. These meth(_s suffer the limitations imposed by any hierarchical
scheme in tcrm_,i o| d,.................._criptivept)wcr and classificJtion strate_es, since abstractions are neces.saniy limited to those
representable hy hierarchies. Category informatl(m is, in fact, not a strong I_int of these methtxis, since only hierarchi-
cal ncighb_)m of matching entities are readil) available.
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Kelvin,et al. 15], have developed a technique for pattern recognition based on geometric descriptions of the
boundaries of ob_'_. This technique i_ designed specifically for identification of overlapping and partially ecduded
objects. Attributes used for matching are derived f_om geometric features of segments of the boundaries of a set of
objectt, Tne u:arch procedure is l_ted on geometric hashing of objects in 5-space, where the coordinates are attribute
values obtained during preprnces_ng ef the data. A set of candidate matches (models) is selected on the basis of fie-
queocy of inclusion in the hypercubes of 5-space in which the unknown's attributes place it. A match rate is computed
for each candidate match (model) based on the ratio of the number of match points for the medel and the number of
possible match points for a particular unknown. The database organization Wovides for efficient search for the specific
ap#ication for which it was intended; however, no categorical information is provided and va.,3'ing levels of ahmaction
are not supported.
Pathfinder networ "l'ksshare some attributes and objectives with memory-based reasoning, as di._'u._ed in Stanfill
and Waltz [6]. Both paradigms make use of feature values to compute distance or di._milarity functions, search
memory for best match(es), and dautify entities; and both paradigms share the philosophy of classifying entities by direct
referem_ to memory. Pathfinder networks, however, arc organized algorithmically so that asstk_iations arc explidt,
which results in categories being evident in the link structure. The search procedure de._'ri_ in Section I11 of this
paper guarantees that search is monotomc (i.e., there is no backtracking) if there is a match in the database, so that
search is not exhaustive, as it is in the scheme used for the Connection Machine described in Stanfill and Waltz 16].
Furthermore, the memory-based reasoning paradigm does no¢ supgx_x descri_ions of the search path and the decisions
m,_c which contribute to classification.
"Description" is used here to mean that the salient feature v',dues of entities -,dong the search path, the search path
itself, the reasons for selecting the search path, and the neighborhood of the goal node, are available for a summary of
the entire process. Section IV of this pargr is devoted to a discussion of dcscril_ivc proccs.ses supported by the database
developed here.
The organization of the entities in the datable is based e,n a network rmxtel of semantic memory m humam This
model is called Pathfinder, and the prOlxrti_ of Pathfinder networks (PFNEI's), previously call "t_l link-weighted net-
works (LWNs), are described in Dcarholt, Schvanevcldt, and I_rso [71and in Schvaneveldt. Dearholt, and l_r_ [8[.
Earlier work on databases intended for vision systems is described in Dearh_dt, Gonzalcs, Ellington, and Phillips [9],
•,rod in Dearholt, Gonzales, and Kirpekar [10[. These database schemas alu) used Pathfinder networks. Motivations for
the database described in the latter paper and extended in this paper include (1) increased efficiency in the search pro-
ces_ by eliminating backtracking; (2) the efficient determination whether or not a gwen cnttty is rcpre._nted in the data-
base; (3) organization of the database so that similar entiti_ are clustered together; (4) provision for t..'atcgt_;-levcl
information by means of the clustering inherent in Pathfinder networks, and (5) support of de_'ription of the search and
clamification processes.
']'he efficiency m the search process is acc_omplishcd at the time the network ts generated by establishing links
which provide a path between any two nty,.tcs so that the relative distance between nodL.',i, a.s the path is traversed, =s
re(moronically decreasing. "['hen, if a feature vector representing an externM entity is pre._nted to the database as a
query, the corr_ponding node can be found ra_dly from any node in the database. I'tcunstt(_ to tmprove the initial
ntx:le of the search tan further improve the search efficiency. The detenninatitm that a given entity is not in the data-
base follows from the proocdurc to t-,c described in Sectiou Ill. The clustenng o[ similar entrees and the r_ultant
eategory-le,azl information is a feature of the PFNE'I's to be d,_,','scnbed in S_ctlt)n II. l'hc.,;c teatur_..-s provide a basis for
the supp_ of the desert ptitm procc._se_s to he discu. ",_zd in Section IV.
II. The Generation of a Pathfinder Network Database
Because PF'NETs provide for clustering of similar entiti_ they sccm to be a goc_l paradit.9"n for a database organi-
zatitm, indeed, their original pu_ in mtxtcling the semantic memory of humans pn)vid_.._ for a datah:L_e of c_mcepts.
"llms it seemed natural to extend PF'NETs to feature-based applicatitms in which each entity is described by a feature
vector. Vision systems used for pattern recognition and image anMysis are well served by such data[xts_, and the pro-
pcrtic_ of PF'NEI's support search, classification, and descriptitm, as mcntione..d previously. Our first effort in this direc-
tion was the database for insect identification (Dcarholt, et M., [9[), in which PF'NEI's were used to organize the data-
base. PF'NE'I'(_, n-l) was used because it is the PVNET with fcv,'c_,t links, but there was no very effective ._ch pro-
cedure a.,_'_xaated with this PF'NE'I" organization. Our secamd effort (EMarhoh. ct al.o [ 10 D justtficd and dew,.'-nbcd the
construction ot the P[:NE'Is which guarantee montxt)ntc search. Ihe ratrp_tse,_ ot flus paper are t_) list the d_sira_le pro-
pertit._ of a vision databa._ for rolx_tk..',;, and to de_.'nb_ the re.-_u.qs of our work ruth Pathfinder networks relevant to
tht._ properties. It should thus be regarded a'_ a prt_rcss re_)rt of our project, written tot the purpt).'_ _,, ot the
m)rkshop.
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The database schema we will pre_nt relies on the Pathfinder network model as a means of organizing the entities
in the database. Development of this model (previou.dy caUed link-weighted networks) has been ongoing for the past
six years. Path_finder yields network structures (PFNL_s) for a set of entities, given e_nvmtes or measures of the pair-
_ between the entities. The original purpoK of Pathfinder models was to model human semantic memory,
so that the estimates of distances were typimlly estimates of similarity. For tbe database schema discnssed here, hew-
ever, the entities are each represented by a feature vector, and di_tancos between pai_ of entities are presented to the
system as a weight matrix. If the weight matrix is symmetric, then the PFNETs d=riv_l from it are undirected, whereas
an asymmetric weight matrix yields directed PFNETs.
A maximally connected network contains a link between every pair of nodes, so that each weight in the weight
matrix is represented by a link. Such a network contains all the original information in the data, but it provides very lit-
tle information about the structure underlying the data. Pathfinder includes only the links necessary to preserve geo-
detic paths, thus facilitating analysis and interpretation. Two parameters are required for the complete definition of a
PFNE'I" for a particular weight matrix. These are the r-metric and the q-param-'ter. The r-metric is the value of the
IVlinkowski parameter which is u_d to compute the distance between nodes in the network which a_ not directly
linked. That is, the weights along the path used to compute distance are individually taken to the r power, these values
are summed, and the rth r_x)t of the resulting sum is the distance. In general,
d(N,_,)=[ _. w," ] _"
l=l
where the w t are the weights along the path between N, and Nj. The r-metric par',u,neter may take on. values from I .to
_. The q-parameter determines the rna_mum number of links in paths considered to connect two noaes, t-or example,
for q = 2, paths having more t'han two links are not ¢onsiderod in the preservation of minimum-distanco (geodetic)
paths in the PFN'ET.
Pb'NETs po_css properties of inclusion which vary as values of the r-metric and q-parameter change (Dearholt. et
at., [7]). Briefly. for a particular weight matrix, PFNE'I2 is a spanning subgrapb of PFNE'rl if and _rfly if the r-metric
used for PFNE['! is less thau or equal to the r-metric used for PFN_"2, provided that the q-parameter is held constant.
In addition, for a particular weight matrix. PFNEF2 is a spanning subgraph of PFNE['I if and ouly if the value of the
q-parameter used for P_'I is less than or equal to the value of the q-parameter use.x] for PFNET'2, provided that the
r-metric is held constant. The PF'NE]" generated with r = ao and q = thc-number-of-nodes-less-one always has the
minimum number of links and is the union of all minimum cost spanning trees of an undirected PFNET.
As a PFNET is constructed, precedence is given to small weight values, because,they represent the _rongest asso-
ciations. During each stage of development of an undirected PFNET, the complete set of nodes is partitioned into con-
nected subgraphs, called node sublists. When a link is added which joins nodes in different sublists, the two sublists are
merged to form a single node sublist. Links in an undirected PFNET are labeled according to Ihe basis for their inclu-
si(m in the PFNET. The four types of link labels are PRIMARY, SECONDARY_A, SECONDARY_B, and TERTI-
ARY. A PRIMARY link provides the only path between a node sublist containing a single node and some other node
sublist. A SECONDARY link joins two sublists which are not connected, and in which there are either "alternate paths
to terminator nodes, or the node size of I_th node sublists exceeds one. SECONDARY_A links are in -all mimmum
cost spanning trees. SECONDARY_B links are in only some minimum cosl spanning trees, as they provide alternate
paths of the .same length between two nodes. A TERTIARY link joins nodes within a single node sublist. TERTI-
ARY links are not in any minimum cos_ spanning try. "lhe link-labeling rule yields important str,Jc_ural information,
and the pt)tential use of link labels in the descriptive prtme.s_es will be diseu.,;sexl in Sc_.aitm IV.
Investigation of tr'ansformations tm the values of the weight matrix has vielde_l two results of importance relating
to the structure of PF'NETs. A multipli_ative transformation applied to the elements or" a weight matrix preserves link
structure in the PF'NE'I" for any wa[ues of r or q. A monotonic transformation applied to data in a weight matrix
preserves the structure of the PF'NE'I" only for r = _.
The construction of the database for vision applications presumes a set of entiti_ and .some proccdure to derive
feature vectors to represent these entities. T_9ically, tile entities to be represented by nodes in the database are exam-
ined to obtain salient features. Each class of feature values is presented as a vector; e.g., a color descriptor could
include intensity valu_ obtained from :ed, green, anti blue filtered imag_. Similarly, shape dc.seriptors might c(msist of
a vet.nor of Ftm'rier coefficients. Difference measures for this paper are obtained using the L 1 norm (the ctnnputation is
the .same ;is the Minkowski distance for r = t) for each pair of entities, to oblain the weight matrix for input to Path-
finder.
The Pathfinder model preserves all gcax]ctic (minimum cost) paths having no more links than the value of the q
parameter, and leads to clustering based Ul_m similarity of nodes. Pairs of nodes which are not directly linked in a
PFNE'I" arc likely to be in different categories or subealcgories. PFNEI's provide a means ot s_ding data similar in
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some respects to dustering methods (e.g., Shepaxd and Arabic, [11]) and to mulddimcnsiooal u_ding (Kruskal, [12]),
but the links in PFNETs provide informatina not directly available in clustering or in multidimensional scaling. Another
network staling sdmme is NEI'SCAL (Hutchinson, [131), but unfortunately Hutchinson did not consider triangle ine-
qualifiesof dimel_on greater than two.
The domain ax,mmed for the database consists of those problems in which each entity in the database is
represented by a vector having d feature values,and corresponding features have their feature values in corresponding
locations in the feature vectors. In addition, we assume that the features of the entities are such that taking the differ-
ence of corresponding feature values (as a part of applying the L1 norm) is appropriate. To begin the pror.e_ of gen-
erating a PFNET, it is necessary to compute a scalar weight matrix W For the purposes of this paper, we will compute
the .u_lar weight values of W using the L1 norm. For the Lm norm,
d
w_=[ _-d ]w_,'wl, I I ] um
The L1 norm sums the magnitudes of the differences between corresponding components fl)r the feature vectors
being compared. If the, L2 norm were used, it would be the Euclidean metric. For a discussion of distance measures
suitable for data such as this, see Tversky and Krantz [14[. This article also justifies the Lm nta'ms (the Minkowski
metrics) as being the only metrics which possess both intradimensional subtractivity and interdimensional additivity, a
feature that seems as important for vision databases as for cognitive modeling.
Although the r-metric parametcr used with PFNETS can vary from 1 through co. for thi: purlxx-;cs of the databases
described in this Vaper, oo will be u.q_. The cmx_quence of this is that the distance between n_es n(_ directly l;nked is
the value of the largest weight along the path connecting the nodes. This is sometim_ called the dominant metric. The
databases in this paper use q = 2. The notation used for a PFNE_f in which feature vector are used to compute w is
PFNEI'(Lm, r, q), with the parameters in parentheses corresponding to the parameters discussed above.
A primary purpose of the databases con..qructed as PFNE't's is to supta)rt effective search, so that ntaation for
search paths is helpful. -Search paths begin at some initiM node, follow links _tablished in the construction of the
PFNE'F, and end at a node. Since there is at most one link between any two nodes, we will denote a search path from
aode N, to node N t (passing through N_) as
e (._,.,_/,....J_.
N, is said to be a predecessor of Nj because it precedes Nj in the search path. One way of vit._'ing the network -s to
think of the entities N, as points in d-dimensional space, establishing links according to the hnk membership role of
PFNEFs. and traversing these links according to the search procedure to Ix desenbed.
Another coucept of importance is the/ant of two nodes. The lune is discussed in Toussamt 1i51 in his definition
and discu_ion of relative neighborhood graphs (RNGs). Lunes are also discussed in Lee [ 161 and tn Katajainen and
Nevalainen [171. The lune of two nodes (points) N, and Nj will be denoted by lune(N,, N), and ts detined as the set of
points in which each point has a distance (we'll use the L1 norm, rather t'han the L2 norm a.,_m the origm;.d work on
RINGs) from b_h N, and Nj less than the distance between N, and Nj. In the weight mamx W, the_ intemtxle dis-
tanc_ using the LI norm are already computed. Using L1, lune(N,, N_) is a rectdinear figure of dimension d. If L2
were used, lune(N,, Nj) would be the set tff points in the intersection of two hylxrspheres of dimension d.
A no_able difference between RNGs and PFNETs is in the assumptions usa.ally made ab_vat the input sp_t_. For
the RNG, twtr.dimensional space ,._ normally assumed for the input data. but no such ctmstraint is ne_._ary, for
PF'NE'Is. If the input spaces are twtr.dimensi_al, however, then the link membership of an RN(; using L2 Is such that
the KING is a spanning subgraph of PFNET(L2, r=2, q=2). In the R.NG, two nodes N, and ._,'; are linked directly if
and only if there is m, other node in the lune(N,, N,). Euclidean distance is tram in the 2-spaec in which the entides are
t.xtstom/rily represented as voctors for the RNG. so'that the lunes are mterse_iom of circles.
Although PFNET(L2, r=-2, q=2) is satisfactory for a database organmatiou, in terms of search for a matct/ng
entity m the database, the use of PFNEF(L1. =. 2) is preferable because the latter requires less ct,'nputation in both the
construction of the network and in search. Using L1, and assuming two dimensonal input space, the link memb,_ship
for an RNG is the .same as the link membership of PF'NE'I'(L 1, r=:_. 0=2't. F_x either. '.he link membershin :-ute is
l,j i_, m PFNE'F(L 1. _. 2) if and only if
% < _n I maxI"'_._',, J1
t_,cr all two-link 7_ths between N, and ,%':
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This definition can be viewed as providing a link membership rule for one of a family of PFNETs, or as an cxtens/on c_
the RNG to a new application making use of the LI metric.
The reason this PFNET is efficient in searching for a matching entity in the database is that the link plaeemem is
such that backtracking is never needed, provided that there is a matching nede in the database.
HI. Moe_onie Search of a Pathfinder Database
Efficient, monotonic search, in which there is always a rink to direct the search path(s) toward a node matching
the external entity to be identified, is one of the attributes of a database organized as a Pathfinder network. Just/fica-
t_on of monotonic search of a PFNET(L1, _, 2} database fofiows. Consider that a set of entities N_ has been e_abfished
with their corresponding feature vectors, and that the s:alar weight matrix W "has been computed using the L1 normr.
Suplxr_ that the PFNET(L1, _. 2) has been constructed, and that E, is an external entity represented by a feature vec-
tor compatible with the feature vectors of the N, in the database; it is d_;ired to find the N t which provides the close_
match to E, within the database. Further suppose that the initial-node (the node where search is initiated) is chosen to
be Ni, and that node N t in the database is a match for E,.
That is, we assume for this discussion that the feature vector.i for E, and N t are identical. The goal is to find a
path between Ni and Nt, applying the match criterion at each node along the search path, until it is determined that E',
does indeed match N t. An appealing argument can be made through the, use of the luncs defined by the nedcs along
the search path. Consider lune(N,, Nt) --if there is no other node in this tune, then N_ and N, are linked directly, and a
one-link search path connects the initial node with the gum node. Alternatively, if there is another node in lune(N,.
Nt), then N_ and N t are not directly linked. But each node in the lune(N_, Nt) is doser to N t than 3I, is to N t. so that in
progressing to any node in the interior of the lane, we diminish the distance to N t. The node N/closest to N_ will Ix:
linked to N i. and the search path can proceed to N/. The search path can, however, proceed to any node in lune(N o Nt)
which is ILuked to Ni, and it is usually advantageous to go to the node which diminishes the distance to the goal node thc
most. Suppose the search progresses to node N t. Here, the procc_s is repeated with lune(Ni, Nt), and every node in this
lane is doser to N t than is Nj so again the distance to the gtxtl diminishes. In this fashion the goal ntfle is reached
ttsmg only distance measurements between E, and the ntxlcs which are candidate successors for nodes on the search
path, since we assume that E_ and N t have the same feature vectors. ]'hat is, at ntx21e N_, the difference between E_ and
nodes linked to N t is taken, and the difference which is smMlest determines the next ntx.le in the search path. Thus the
link structure guarantees that no backtracking is ever necessary if the entity E, is in the database. If the distanoz from
some node in the search path to El does not reach zero and cannot be diminished, then this indicates that there is no
mx]e which exactly matches E, in the databa_.
A matching criterion ba.,_l upon network properties is under developtnent. Mthough some aspects of a match cri-
terion are necessarily dependent upon the prnOlem d_maain. 'l'hrtmghout this paper, we presume that the matching err-
teflon requires the gtxd nixie and E+, to match much more ckx,+ely than E_ matches any other node in the database_
Refinement of th-: theory of matching criteria is an area we are continuing to investigate.






lhe selection of an initial node from which to begin the search,
usuMly by means of some heuristic.
The ._lcction of a path from the initial node tt> the tx:st matching
ntxle in the database.
'llae application of the match criterion to each node along the path
through the database, to determine whether any node cm the path is
a satisfactory match for the feature vector representing the entity
to be identified.
lhe determinatitm of nearest neighbors of the ntP,Je most nearly matching
the external entity. Pathfinder networks support this search for
near_t neighbors, ix:cause the link structure preserv_ geodetic
(minimum) distan_s throughout the network.
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Tbe ,,,lection of an initial node can be _ by mcam d an index on someof d_ most saliem features, so
theL most of the time, the initial node isin the samechin as the enthy to he identified. Scareb efficiency is enbanc_l,
of courac, il the search is begun in the proper catqory. But the property d PFHET(LI,®,2) of guaranteeing that f_om
each node, the distance to every other node in the database can be diminLd_ by traversing some link a=ures that the
choice of the initial node does not affect the convergence to the goal node if the latter is in the database. This is impor-
tant because it is not alway Ix_ible to begin the search at a node in the same category as the goal node.
The seazch procedure c._m of the following r_el_, to he done at each node in the search path, from the initial
node to the node at which the decision regarding a match can be made:
The match criterion is applied to the present node (starting with
the initial node) to determine whether or not the present node is
a satisfacto_ match with the entity E,. If the match is
satisfactory, then halt.
(2) The distance d(N,,E,) between each node N, adjacent (linked)
to the present node and the entity E, is computed using the L[
metric.
(3) The nodeN_ whichdecreasesthedistanced(N_,E,)themostis
selected as the next node in the search path. If it is not possible
to decrease the distance to the goal node (represented by E,)
then there is no matching node in the database. Otherwise,
return to step one.
As an example, consider the set of nodes
N s=(2,1) N sffi (9.4)
N2=(4. t) N6=(9,6)
N3 = (5.4) N7 = (7.8)
N, = (3, 5) N, = (10, 8)
The weight matri_ for this set of feature vectors, computed using the LI norm, is
W
0 2 6 5 10 12 12 15
0 4 5 8 I0 I0 13
0 3 4 6 6 9
0 7 7 7 10




"Fhe PFNET(LI ,®,2) is constructed using W, and is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1
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If the search is started at N I ,,, (2, 1), with E= - (10, 8) = Ns, then the search path is P(Nt, No N3, N.t, Ns), and
the search Woeedure halts at N| with a match. Links arc followed at each etep, and the distance to the goal node
decreases moootc_ically at each node.
The match criterion neces_ly has some aspects which are domain dependent, but could be as simple _ requiring
that the distance between the goal node (providing the presumed best match) and E x be less than some threshold value
computed from the smaflest distances between nodes in the database. Refinements could include the addition of an ele-
ment of context in the sense that each category may have somewhat differing variability associated with satisfac- tory
matching. The search process outlined above does not guarantee that the path with fewest links will be found, but it
does guarantee that a path to a matching node will be found in which the distance deereascs monotonically along the
search path. If there is no node in the database which is an exac_ match to El, this is determined when the distance
from a node Nj (on the search path) to E= is larger.than the distance from the preceding node in the search path to E:.
In this case, using the LI norm, then it is not lxaguble to get a better match to E, than the prcd_r of NI; tf .that .ts
not a satisfactory match, then E, is considered not to be in the database. Formal proof of this ts forthcoming m
Dearholt [181.
IV. Description of Decisions and Neighborhoods
For an intelligent system, it is desirable to have support for the description of decisions made during the search
process. This information can be very useful for communicating with the system in an attempt to understand not only
the classification decision for a particular entity, bat the properties of the neighborhood surrounding the entity in the
net'work. The latter information can, of contse, be used in some of the more sophisticated dassification algorithms.
Because of the clustering properties of PFNETs, and the directness of the search process a _ssociated with PFNErI'(LI, oo,
2), there is substantial information available regarding the dassification results. The categories of nodes along the
search patiL and values of some of their most salient features, are the principal pieces of information used fo¢ our
descriptive processes. We will focus tnainly on four issues:
(I) The node where search is initiated,
(2) The search path,
(3) Link labels,
(4) The classification decision.
The selection of the initial node for the search procedure is a very significant decision. Although the PFNET(L1,
®, 2) guarantees convergence between any pair of nod_, the search time can be lessencd substantially in a large data-
base by judicious selection of the initi_ node. Beginning at a node which is in the same cluster as the go',d node is a
desirable objective; but the solution of this problem would imply that the classification problem for the entities in the
dcxnain is ",dso _)lved. For many dt_nains, the setection of a few key features which often lead to correct cla.ssifieation
can be used to provide a sort of indexing into the r.etwnrk, so tbat the initi',d node c(xtld be the node having highest
deg=r._ in the eategory indicated by the feature values in the set of key features. These key feature values, and the
heuristic seletaion of an initial ntx:le based on them, are thus a part of the dt.._criptive process at the beginning d the
search.
As the search begins from the initial node (selected by _me heuristic), at each node N, in the search path some
decision is made based upon the distance between the external entity and the nodes linked to N,. The most suitable
strategy, as diseu_sed in Section In, is to select the node which most deer xses the distance to the goal node, although
there is no guarantee that the gtr.d node will be reached in the fewest steps by. using this strategy. The values ot the
feature vectors of the nodes which are candidate successo_ to N, are available, and for the N_ which is the su0ees.sor
node to N_, the feature value(s) which are most resptmsible for diminishing the distance to the goal are available for use
in description. Together, these feature values are an indication oi progress made toward the go',d entity, since back-
tracking is never necessary. Furthermore, if there are multiple search paths (previously defined as the paths leading to
the goal ntxie), prt_rties of 'all of the search paths _an pnwide iml'_rlant information to the descriptive proct._s.
The link labels tin the links traversed also have s_me significance, as pointed out in Section 11. PRIMARY and
SECONDARY_B links arc t3'pically indicative that the search is progn.."_sing within a category, while the traversa/of a
TERTIARY link in a PFNE'I'(L 1, ::,:, 2) seems to indicate that the search path has progressed to a new category c_" surf-
category. "Ire traversal of a SECONDARY_A link alsu usually indicates entry into a new _tcgory. Prtx_fs of the.so
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obaervatinc_ arc difficultand not yet avagable, partlybecause the deSnidon of "catcgccy"or "subcatcgory" isdi_icult.
We are continuing to investigatethe information provided by linklabels,however, and that information isavailablefor
descriptionalso.
The lastpart of the search involvesclassificationof the externalentity,ifthat ispossible. The cho_ d nodes
availablc at the last step of the search prov/dc information regarding the class and the'centrality of the entity, so that
some level of confidence in the decision of categca'y could Ix reigned. That is, if the match with the goal node were
borderline, and the node were near another cat¢goty, then the confidence in the classification should not be very great _.
But if the goal node matched quite well and were also in the "center" of a category, then the confidence of the _ca=
tion should Ix high. The Pathfinder paradigm suptxa_ a local search for nearest neighbort, so that this information can
Ix used in either the clas_fication decision or in the description of the ntighborhood surrounding the goal node. The
_arch for neighboring entities can Ix viewed as ,Patch by spreading activation, which would leave the goal made and
travel to the neighboring nodes, so that their feature values and dattification is availatge. Thus the centrality of the
goal node, and its relationshilm to ocher nodes and categories, can be readily determined.
V. Summary and Conclusions
The construction of a database for vision applications using Pathfinder netwmks (PFNEI's) was described, and it
was shown that the search procedure associated with this database organization is monotonic (a distance measure
steadily de_eases at each node throughout the search path), provided there is a node in the databa.._ which .matches the
e.xt'_mal"_titv._lationshi with the relative neighborh(md graph (RNG) were discussed, and the soarcn prtw._urey. ps
was described. The database organization and search procedure provide a basis for d_riptive processes of the decisions
made along the entire search path, from the initial node to the goal node (or to the point where it is decided that there
is no match in the database). Description based on these feature values and changes in feature v'alues along the search
path(s) and in the neighborho3d of the goal node is expected to he useful in enhancing communication between the
vision or robotics system and humans working with the system.
Research is continuing on some of the open questions enctmnmred thus far. The match criterion used to deter-
mine whether the external entity matches some _ in the seareh path "satisfactorily" is an important problem, and it
has some domain-dependent properties and some characteristics which can be determined from a graph-theoretic per-
slxctive. The precise role of the PRIMARY, SECONDARY, and TERTIARY links in PF'NE'I'(L!. 0o 2) is vlso being
studied, particularly how these link labels relate to category structure of the network. The descriptive processes arc
under investigation from the perslxctive of graph theoty, although there seems to Ix a domain-dependent aslx:t't also.
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